
16-03-20 Monday ...Nothing contributes so much to tranquilize the mind as a 
    steady purpose…
17-03-20 Tuesday A bad workman always blames his tools.
18-03-20 Wednesday A best friend is the one who brings out the best in you.
19-03-20 Thursday A day without gaining knowledge is a day wasted.
20-03-20 Friday  A fondness for reading, properly directed, is an education in 
    itself.
21-03-20 Saturday A man who dares to waste one hour of time has not  
    discovered the value of life.
23-03-20 Monday A man without education is like a building without a  
    foundation.
24-03-20 Tuesday A room without books is like a body without a soul.
25-03-20 Wednesday A ship in harbour is safe, but that is not what ships are built for.
26-03-20 Thursday Action is the fundamental key to all success.
27-03-20 Friday  Actions speak louder than words.
28-03-20 Saturday All progress takes place outside the comfort zone.
30-03-20 Monday Always do your best. What you plant now, you will harvest  
    later.
31-03-20 Tuesday An attitude of positive expectation is the mark of a superior 
    personality.
01-04-20 Wednesday An educated mind is a questioning mind.
03-04-20 Friday  An inch of gold will not buy an inch of time.
04-04-20 Saturday Be grateful to your problems, for they stimulate an "I-can- 
    solve-it" attitude.
07-04-20 Tuesday Be like a postage stamp towards your goal. Stick to it until you 
    get there.
08-04-20 Wednesday Be not afraid of growing slowly; be afraid of standing still.
09-04-20 Thursday Be passionate in your words and purposeful in your actions.
11-04-20 Saturday Be the change that you wish to see in the world.
15-04-20 Wednesday Being entirely honest with oneself is a good exercise.
16-04-20 Thursday Believe your hard work, dedication and persistence will pay 
    off.
17-04-20 Friday  Between thinking and seeing there is a place called knowing.
18-04-20 Saturday Beware of false knowledge; it is more dangerous than  
    ignorance.
20-04-20 Monday Blame yourself as you would blame others; excuse others as 
    you would excuse yourself.
21-04-20 Tuesday Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he shall never be  
    disappointed.  Be humble.
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THOUGHTS



22-04-20 Wednesday Build up your character as it will become your destiny.
23-04-20 Thursday Challenges are what make life interesting and overcoming  
    them is what makes life meaningful.
24-04-20 Friday  Change the way you think and you will change the way you 
    feel.
25-04-20 Saturday Character is the real foundation of all the worthwhile success.
27-04-20 Monday Character is what you are in the dark.
28-04-20 Tuesday Choose criticism wisely, it might help you improve.
29-04-20 Wednesday Dedication is not what others expect of you, it is what you can 
    give others.
30-04-20 Thursday Degree lets you to the chair of interview, but it cannot provide 
    you job.
01-05-20 Friday  Design your future with uncompromising sincerity.
02-05-20 Saturday Difficult doesn’t mean impossible, it means work harder.
04-05-20 Monday Discontent is the first necessity of progress.
05-05-20 Tuesday Don’t be afraid about the gap between your dreams and  
    reality.
06-05-20 Wednesday Don’t waste time waiting for inspiration. Begin and inspiration 
    will find you.
08-05-20 Friday  Don’t worry about failures, worry about the chances you miss 
    when you don’t even try.
09-05-20 Saturday Don't climb a tree to look for fish.
11-05-20 Monday Don't judge each day by the harvest you reap, but by the  
    seeds you plant.
12-05-20 Tuesday Dreams are only dreams until you wake up and make them 
    real.
13-05-20 Wednesday Each day has the potential of being your best day.
14-05-20 Thursday Earn respect from everyone by deeds not words.
15-05-20 Friday  Education breeds confidence. Confidence breeds hope. Hope 
 `   breeds peace.
16-05-20 Saturday Education comes from within; you get it by struggle and effort 
    and thought.
01-07-20 Wednesday Education is a better safeguard of liberty than a standing  
    army.
02-07-20 Thursday Education is a gift that none can take away.
03-07-20 Friday  Education is an ornament in prosperity and a refuge in  
    adversity.
04-07-20 Saturday Education is not filling the pail but lighting the fire.
06-07-20 Monday Education is not preparation for life, it is life itself.
07-07-20 Tuesday Education is not received. It is achieved.
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08-07-20 Wednesday Education is the movement from darkness to light.
09-07-20 Thursday Education is the progressive realization of our ignorance.
10-07-20 Friday  Education is what survives when what has been learned has 
    been forgotten.
11-07-20 Saturday Education obtained with money is worse than no education at 
    all.
13-07-20 Monday Education seems impossible until it is achieved.
14-07-20 Tuesday Education’s purpose is to replace an empty mind with an open 
    one.
15-07-20 Wednesday Embrace the pain to inherit the gain.
16-07-20 Thursday Enthusiasm is the matchstick that lights the candle of  
    achievement.
17-07-20 Friday  Every day is a new life; every lesson is an increase of  
    knowledge.
18-07-20 Saturday Failure is not falling down but refusing to get up.
20-07-20 Monday Fall seven times, stand up eight.
21-07-20 Tuesday Focus is critical to great success.
22-07-20 Wednesday Footprints on the sands of time are not made by sitting down.
23-07-20 Thursday Future looks bright to those who choose to shine.
24-07-20 Friday  Future rides with him who dares.
25-07-20 Saturday Genius without education is like silver in the mine.
27-07-20 Monday God gives talent; work transforms the talent into genius.
28-07-20 Tuesday Good education helps us make sense of the world and find our 
    way in it.
29-07-20 Wednesday Good fences make good neighbours.
30-07-20 Thursday Good habits formed at youth make all the difference.
31-07-20 Friday  Great minds discuss ideas; average minds discuss events;
    small minds discuss people.
04-08-20 Tuesday Growth begins when knowledge is improved.
05-08-20 Wednesday Happiness doesn't depend upon who you are; it depends  
    upon the education gained.
06-08-20 Thursday Hold faithfulness and sincerity as the first principles.
07-08-20 Friday  I believe that one key to success is to accept truth, no matter 
    how it's spoken.
08-08-20 Saturday I dream my painting, and then I paint my dream.
10-08-20 Monday I have my mind.. and a mind needs books just as a sword  
    needs a whetstone, if it is to keep its edge.
11-08-20 Tuesday I must govern the clock, not be governed by it.
13-08-20 Thursday If a man wants his dreams to come true, hunger for  
    knowledge should increase.
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14-08-20 Friday  If one cannot enjoy reading a book over and over again, there 
    is no use reading it at all.
15-08-20 Saturday If one is positive, he’ll see opportunities instead of obstacles.
17-08-20 Monday If you need a miracle, be the miracle.
18-08-20 Tuesday If you really want to be a writer, nobody can stop you -- and if 
    you don't, nobody can help you.
19-08-20 Wednesday If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember anything.
20-08-20 Thursday If you want to feel rich, just count the things you have that  
    money can’t buy.
21-08-20 Friday  Ignorance is death, knowledge is life.
22-08-20 Saturday Imagine your future through education.
24-08-20 Monday In order to succeed, we must first believe that we can.
25-08-20 Tuesday In order to succeed, your desire for success should be greater 
    than your fear of failure.
26-08-20 Wednesday In the end, those who demean others only disrespect  
    themselves.
27-08-20 Thursday Inspiration kindles you up; motivation keeps you burning.
28-08-20 Friday  Instruction does much, but encouragement everything.
29-08-20 Saturday Intelligence and character are the goals of true success.
31-08-20 Monday It always seems impossible until it's done.
01-09-20 Tuesday It is better to be alone than in bad company.
02-09-20 Wednesday It is during our darkest moments that we must focus to see the 
    light.
03-09-20 Thursday It is your attitude, not your aptitude, that determines your  
    altitude.
04-09-20 Friday  It only takes one person to change your life, it’s you.
05-09-20 Saturday It's hard to beat a person who never gives up.
07-09-20 Monday It's not the load that breaks you down, it's the way you carry it.
08-09-20 Tuesday Just know, when you truly want success, you’ll never give up 
    on it.
09-09-20 Wednesday Killing time is the end of knowledge.
10-09-20 Thursday Knock the ‘t’ off the can’t.
11-09-20 Friday  Knowledge makes a man worth working well.
12-09-20 Saturday Knowledge will give one power, character and respect.
14-09-20 Monday Learning is a matter of gathering knowledge; wisdom is  
    applying that knowledge.
15-09-20 Tuesday Learning is a treasure that will follow its owner everywhere.
16-09-20 Wednesday Learning never exhausts the mind.
17-09-20 Thursday Learning without thought is labour lost; thought without  
    learning is perilous.
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18-09-20 Friday  Lost time is never found again.
19-09-20 Saturday Man becomes successful when he decides to be.
21-09-20 Monday Never just dream about success; work hard to get it.
22-09-20 Tuesday Never never never give up.
23-09-20 Wednesday Never regret yesterday. Life is in you today and you make your 
    tomorrow.
24-09-20 Thursday Never stop learning because life doesn’t stop teaching.
25-09-20 Friday  Not all readers become leaders, but all leaders must be  
    readers.
26-09-20 Saturday Nothing is too late, till the tired heart shall cease to palpitate.
28-09-20 Monday Obstacles are things a person sees when he takes his eyes off 
    his goal.
29-09-20 Tuesday Only the hand that erases can write the true thing.
30-09-20 Wednesday Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement; nothing can 
    be done without hope and confidence.
01-10-20 Thursday Our actions are a testament to our thoughts.
03-10-20 Saturday Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every  
    time we fall.
05-10-20 Monday Our thoughts create our world.
06-10-20 Tuesday Prayer without study would be empty. Study without prayer 
    would be blind.
07-10-20 Wednesday Problems are not stop signs, they are guidelines.
08-10-20 Thursday Put your heart, mind, and soul into even your smallest acts. 
    This is the secret of success.
09-10-20 Friday  Quality is not an act, it is a habit.
10-10-20 Saturday Reach high, for stars lie hidden in you. Dream deep, for every 
    dream precedes a goal.
12-10-20 Monday Read deeply. Stay open. Continue to wonder.
13-10-20 Tuesday Read regularly and widely, choose your topics wisely.
14-10-20 Wednesday Rejection is an opportunity for your selection.
15-10-20 Thursday Reputation is for time, character is for eternity.
16-10-20 Friday  Respect is something earned not something given.
19-10-20 Monday Respect yourself and others will respect you.
20-10-20 Tuesday Self care is self respect.
21-10-20 Wednesday Self respect permeates every aspect of one’s life.
22-10-20 Thursday Self-respect is the root of discipline.
23-10-20 Friday  Shoot for the moon, even if you fail, you'll land among the  
    stars.
26-10-20 Monday Simple can be harder than complex: You have to work hard to 
    get your thinking  clean to make it simple.
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27-10-20 Tuesday Sincerity leads to the golden foundation for success.
28-10-20 Wednesday Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and  
    some to be chewed and digested.
29-10-20 Thursday Start where you are. Use what you have. Do what you can.
02-11-20 Monday Stay true to yourself and listen to your inner voice. It will  
    lead you to your dreams.
03-11-20 Tuesday Study hard, for the well is deep, and our brains are shallow.
04-11-20 Wednesday Success is 1% inspiration and 99% work.
05-11-20 Thursday Success is a continuous journey.
06-11-20 Friday  Success is a ladder that can’t be climbed with your hands in 
    your pocket.
07-11-20 Saturday Take up one idea. Make that one idea your life--think of it,  
    dream of it, live on that idea.
09-11-20 Monday Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself.
10-11-20 Tuesday That as long as we are being remembered, we remain alive.
11-11-20 Wednesday The art of learning is the art of assisting discovery.
12-11-20 Thursday The best time to gain knowledge is before you need it.
13-11-20 Friday  The best way to become acquainted with a subject is to  
    write about it.
17-11-20 Tuesday The best way to predict the future is to invent it.
18-11-20 Wednesday The best way to predict your future is to create it.
19-11-20 Thursday The costliest expenditure is time.
20-11-20 Friday  The destiny of man is in his knowledge.
21-11-20 Saturday The distance is nothing; the first step is the difficult one.
23-11-20 Monday The energy of the mind is the essence of life.
24-11-20 Tuesday The entire world is a laboratory to the inquiring mind.
25-11-20 Wednesday The fear of The Lord is the beginning of wisdom.
26-11-20 Thursday The greatest discoveries all started with a question “why?”
27-11-20 Friday  The ink of a scholar is holier than the blood of a martyr.
28-11-20 Saturday The man who has no imagination has no wings.
01-12-20 Tuesday The man who speaks the truth is always at ease.
02-12-20 Wednesday The merit of originality is not novelty, it is sincerity.
03-12-20 Thursday The mind is like an umbrella-it only works when it is open.
04-12-20 Friday  The moment one realizes that no one is your enemy except 
    yourself, is the moment of change.
05-12-20 Saturday The only man who never makes mistakes is the man who  
    learns from his failures.
07-12-20 Monday The only way to get the best of an argument is to avoid it.
08-12-20 Tuesday The pain you feel today is the strength you feel tomorrow.
09-12-20 Wednesday The power of positive thinking is always enough.
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10-12-20 Thursday The quality of our expectations determines our knowledge.
11-12-20 Friday  The respect you show others is an immediate respect of  
    your own self respect.
12-12-20 Saturday The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet.
14-12-20 Monday The secret of getting ahead is getting started.
15-12-20 Tuesday The secret of success is constancy to purpose.
16-12-20 Wednesday The successful man will profit from his mistakes and try  
    again in a different way.
17-12-20 Thursday The value of an idea lies in the use of it.
18-12-20 Friday  The words to describe others also shapes their perception  
    of you.
19-12-20 Saturday There is always a first time.
21-12-20 Monday There is no end to education.
22-12-20 Tuesday There is no friend as loyal as a book.
23-12-20 Wednesday There is no substitute for hard work.
04-01-21 Monday There is nothing more unequal than the equal treatment of 
    unequal people.
05-01-21 Tuesday They conquer who believe in education.
06-01-21 Wednesday Things work out best for those who make the best of how  
    things work out.
07-01-21 Thursday Think little of yourself and highly of others.
08-01-21 Friday  Time and tide waits for none.
09-01-21 Saturday Time is not an enemy till you try to kill it.
11-01-21 Monday Time is short and the art is difficult.
12-01-21 Tuesday To acquire knowledge, one must study; but to acquire  
    wisdom, one must observe.
15-01-21 Friday  To change your life, you need to become aware of yourself.
16-01-21 Saturday To climb steep hills requires slow pace at first.
18-01-21 Monday To die is nothing, but to live with purpose and integrity,  
    that's everything.
19-01-21 Tuesday To live long and achieve happiness, cultivate the art of  
    radiating happiness.
20-01-21 Wednesday True happiness consists of true success.
21-01-21 Thursday Trust is delicate and fragile to gain.
22-01-21 Friday  Trust takes years to build, seconds to break and forever to  
    repair.
23-01-21 Saturday Understanding is a three edged sword: your side, their side, 
    and the truth.
25-01-21 Monday Vision is the art of gaining knowledge.
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26-01-21 Tuesday Walk tall, or don't walk at all. Be strong in all conditions of  
    life.
27-01-21 Wednesday We are creators of habit. Reward yourself for good habits,  
    and examine your bad habits.
28-01-21 Thursday We can do anything we want to do if we stick to it long  
    enough.
29-01-21 Friday  What sculpture is to a block of marble, education is to the  
    human soul.
30-01-21 Saturday What's said can't be unsaid.
01-02-21 Monday When darkness is at its darkest, a star shines the brightest.
02-02-21 Tuesday When I wake up each morning, I praise the Lord for the gift 
    of being alive.
03-02-21 Wednesday When pain ends, gain ends too.
04-02-21 Thursday When you walk a life of honesty, you live a life of truth.
05-02-21 Friday  Who questions much, shall learn much, and retain much. 
06-02-21 Saturday Who so neglects learning in his youth, loses the past and is 
    dead for the future.
08-02-21 Monday Winners make it happen; losers let it happen.
09-02-21 Tuesday Winners train whereas losers complain.
10-02-21 Wednesday Winning isn’t everything, wanting to win is.
11-02-21 Thursday Wishes are possible manifestation of thoughts.
12-02-21 Friday  With a new day comes new strength and new thoughts.
13-02-21 Saturday Work as if there's no one to help you, and learn as if  
    everybody is with you.
15-02-21 Monday Worry is like a rocking chair, that doesn’t get you anywhere.
16-02-21 Tuesday Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, today is a gift of 
    God, which is why we call it (the) present.
17-02-21 Wednesday You are the architect of your own future.
18-02-21 Thursday You can conquer almost any fear if you can only make up  
    your mind to do so.
19-02-21 Friday  You cannot be a hero without having knowledge.
20-02-21 Saturday You cannot change anything if you cannot change your  
    thoughts.
22-02-21 Monday You cannot find peace by avoiding life.
23-02-21 Tuesday You cannot open a book without learning something.
24-02-21 Wednesday You can't wait for inspiration. You have to go after it with a  
    club.
25-02-21 Thursday You never know when the truth will come home. You can’t  
    choose the time. The time chooses you. Respect time.  
26-02-21 Friday  You should improve your character, because it belongs to  
    your destiny.
27-02-21 Saturday You will never know what you are doing until and unless  
    you have done it.
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